The bound state extension of Skyrme's topological soliton model for the heavy baryons is quantized canonically in arbitrary reducible representations of the SU(3) flavor group. The canonical quantization leads to an additional negative mass term, which stabilizes the quantized soliton solution. The heavy flavor meson in the field of the soliton is treated with semiclassical quantization. The representation dependence of the calculated spectra for the strange, charm and bottom baryons is explored and compared to the extant empirical spectra.
I. INTRODUCTION
Skyrme's topological soliton model for the baryons [1] is a chiral symmetric mesonic representation of QCD in the limit of large N C . In this limit baryons are constructed as topological soliton solutions to the effective chiral meson Lagrangian. The baryon number is the second Chern number of the meson field [2] ). In the semiclassical version of the model the mass of the pion, which is the Goldstone boson of the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry, is introduced through adding a complementary symmetry breaking term to the Skyrme Lagrangian.
The model yields a qualitative description of the lower energy part of the spectra of the nucleons and delta resonances, but its direct extension to describe strange, or heavier, baryons fails phenomenologically because of the badly broken SU(3) symmetry [3] . In the chiral limit all quarks are massless, which implies a model with unbroken SU(3) and higher flavor symmetry groups. The reason is that the flavor quantum numbers are associated with rotations of collective coordinates, although the collective coordinates approach is associated with unbroken flavor symmetry. When the symmetry is badly broken, the rigid rotator treatment fails, with poor phenomenology as a consequence [4] . A phenomenologically more successful alternative approach of treating hyperons as bound states of Skyrme solitons and non-topological fields of K mesons was introduced by Callan and Klebanov [5, 6] . In this approach the hyperons with strange and heavier flavor number appear as bound states of mesons with the appropriate quantum number and the soliton. In the harmonic approximation the meson-soliton system is described by a linear wave equation.
When the meson field is expanded perturbatively the model Lagrangian separates into two parts corresponding soliton and meson field, which interacts with the soliton field. We show that canonical quantization of the soliton, which respects the non-commutativity of quantum variables leads to quantum stabilizing term, which lowers the soliton mass. The dependence of the meson-soliton interaction on the representation of the heavy flavor SU(3) is analyzed here in detail, with emphasis on the Wess-Zumino and the symmetry breaking terms. It is found that new bound states with higher excitation number can appear in higher representations of SU(3) group, which are absent in the fundamental representation. In general the ordering of the calculated spectra of the heavy flavor baryons agree with the extant empirical values.
The model Lagrangian and the traditional treatment of the kaon fields that represent heavier meson fields in bound state approach is reviewed in Sec. II. The generalization of the bound state Skyrme model to representations of arbitrary dimension is also presented in this section. In Sec III. the soliton is quantized canonically ab initio in the collective coordinates framework and embedded into bound-state model Lagrangian. Sec. IV. contains the wave equation for the meson field in arbitrary representations and the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian density in terms of creation-annihilation operators to derive final model Hamiltonian. Sec V. contains the physical interpretation of the hyperons states that arise in the model along with a comparison of the the calculated spectra to experimental data. Sec. VI contains a summarizing discussion. The notation employed for the SU(3) group algebra is given in the Appendix A.
II. MODEL LAGRANGIAN

A. The bound state model
The action of Skyrme model extension to the hyperons is
Here L Sk is Lagrangian density of the original Skyrme model [1]
and L SB and S W Z are the actions for the chiral symmetry breaking and the Wess-Zumino terms respectively. In the limit of unbroken the SU (3) symmetry the meson field U takes values in SU (3) group algebra. When SU (3) symmetry is badly broken due to a large meson mass term, the physically relevant field configurations will be small fluctuations into heavy flavor directions around the pionic soliton.
Here we employ the chiral symmetric field ansatz [5]
to construct bound states, where
Here the parameters (z, j, m) are used for the basis state notation for the canonical chain SU (2) ⊂ SU (3) [5] . To a first approximation it suffices to expand the fields only up to the second order. The contribution of higher order terms, which describe self-interactions in the meson field have been found to be small [7] . The kaon (the generalization to the D and B mesons is given in ref. [8, 9] ) field has the conventional isodoublet structure:
The meson state is a field that takes values in the adjoint representation of the SU (3) algebra:
The invariance of the soliton under combined spatial and isospin rotations implies the following condition for the eigenmode expansion of the meson field:
Here l and u represents orbital and total angular momentum of the meson field respectively. The radial part k (r, t) of the meson field can be expressed in terms of energy eigenvalues as follows:
Here a n is the annihilation operator for state with strangeness S = −1 and b † n is the creation operator for state with strangeness S = 1.
B. Generalization to arbitrary representations
The pionic field may be expressed in any irreducible SU (3) group representation as direct sum of irreducible SU (2) group representations [10] :
Using the Maurer-Cartan form notation the explicit form of right chiral current of pionic field can be expressed as:
After substitution of the bound state ansatz (3) into (2) and using (11) for pion field and (5) for the meson field the Skyrme Lagrangian for the meson field in a u = 1 2 state takes the form below after division by the factor
Here M cl is the classical soliton mass:
The coefficients in this expression are:
Here the standard notations employed is:
The dimensionless parameters are: r = ef π r,F ≡ F (r) andk ≡ k (r, t).
C. The Wess-Zumino term
The Wess-Zumino term plays crucial role in bound-state model. It involves the meson field only with one time derivative. This term splits the energies of states with strangeness S = −1 and S = 1 from one another. The Wess-Zumino action is
For the field ansatz (3) it may be reduced to the remarkably elegant expression:
Here we have used differential 1-form notations:
Explicit evaluation of (17) upon division by the normalization factor (12) yields:
In the case of the fundamental SU (3) group representation (1, 0) this result agrees with that in ref. [6] up to the overall factor 1 16 , which derives from the different notation of f K and the present choice of SU (3) group generators.
D. The symmetry breaking term
The SU (3) chiral symmetry breaking term of Lagrangian density is defined as [10]
Here (with the exception of the case of the self-adjoint representation)
For the self-adjoint representations λ = µ the symmetry breaking term is proportional only to m 2 0 because the trace of the second term is equal to zero.
Substitution of the ansatz (3) into (20) leads to the symmetry breaking term for any irreducible SU (3) group rep. The explicit form of the general symmetry breaking term is:
Here the notation is
and
For the fundamental SU (3) representation (1, 0) the symmetry breaking term reduces to the simple form:
For higher representations the weight of symmetry breaking grows, especially the heavy meson mass part. This term is crucial for phenomenologically realistic spectra of the heavy flavor hyperons.
III. CANONICAL QUANTIZATION OF THE SOLITON
For the quantization of the Skyrme soliton for arbitrary reducible SU (3) group representations (λ, µ) the quantum operators and soliton field may be separated in the usual way as:
The operatorÂ may be expressed as a direct sum of Wigner D matrices as:
The three real time dependent parameters q (t) = {q 1 (t) , q 2 (t) , q 3 (t)} are quantum variables, which represent Euler angles of rotation of the soliton. Consideration of the Skyrme Lagrangian quantum mechanically ab initio, the generalized coordinates q (t) and velocitiesq (t) have to satisfy the commutation relations [11] :
Here the tensor f ab (q) is a function of generalized coordinates q only. It is symmetric as a consequence of the commutation relation q a , q b = 0. The explicit form of f ab (q) can be determined only after imposition of the quantization conditions. Using Weyl ordering of the operators, the commutation relation between a generalized velocity componentq a and an arbitrary function G (q) is given by
After substituting (27) into Skyrme soliton Lagrangian (2) the dependence on generalized velocities can be expressed as
The function g ab is interpreted as a metric tensor which can be expressed as a product of functions C ′(0,1,m) a (q) [11] :
Here the soliton inertia momentum a (F ) is defined as
The canonical momentum p a conjugate to the generalized coordinate q a is
Employment of the canonical commutation relations leads to the explicit form of the tensor f ab (q):
Following [11] we define the angular momentum operator
which may be recognized as iso-rotation operator of the soliton. The explicit form of canonically quantized soliton after division by the factor (12) becomes:
Here ∆M (λ,µ) (F ) is quantum mass correction to the classical soliton mass:
The corresponding Hamilton operator for the quantum soliton is finally:
The energy of the canonically quantized soliton differs from the semi-classically quantized soliton by the appearance of the mass correction ∆M (λ,µ) , which depends on representation. This mass correction is negative and lowers energy of quantum soliton. It shows that quantum soliton is only approximately "rigid body".
Minimization of the energy of quantum soliton leads to an integro-differential equation for the quantum chiral angle F (r). The boundary conditions are the same as for classical chiral angle: F (0) = π, F (∞) = 0. At large distances (r → ∞), quantum chiral angle equation takes the asymptotic form:
here the quantitym 2 ef f is defined as
Here we have used the notationm = 1 efπ m and i (i + 1) is the eigenvalue of the operatorÎ 2 . The solution of the asymptotic equation is
where C is an arbitrary constant, which is determined numerically by tuning the asymptotic solution to the numerical solution.
The requirement for the quantum soliton to be stable with finite mass sets the restrictionm 2 ef f > 0. The stability of the quantum soliton is ensured by the term (38). Its absence in the semi-classical approach leads to the instability of the solution [13] . Furthermore, the appearance of the quantum mass part breaks the scale invariance of the equation of motion, which is the symmetry of the classical Lagrangian. This shows that Skyrme Lagrangian has an anomaly. Therefore, the positive parameter m ef f = ef πm 2 ef f can be interpreted as an effective pion mass.
A. Semi-classical approach to the heavy flavor meson field
In the semi-classical approach the heavy flavor meson field is described in the "rest frame" of the background soliton. In this slowly corotating meson-soliton system the meson effectively becomes an object with isospin zero and spin effectively equal to the quantum number u [5] . Thus a kaon bounded in the u = 1 2 wave can be effectively treated as a strange quark. The same treatment is approximately valid for bounded charm and bottom mesons and leads to bound states describing charm and bottom baryons.
The semi-classical part of the bound state Lagrangian after substituting (3) into (2) for the u = 1 2 wave meson and after dividing by the normalization factor (12) is
Hereα
(−1)
Here δa (F, k) is a small positive parameter, which can be interpreted as an additional contribution to the soliton inertion momentum. This shows that the background field rotating together with quantum soliton slows it down somewhat. The operators multiplied with χ (r) are responsible for the spin-spin interaction of soliton and the bounded meson. These operators allow discrimination between states with different total spin. At the semi-classical level the Wess-Zumino action
contributes to the spin-spin interaction between the soliton and the heavy flavor meson. Here w = dU U † and α ′ = α ′ † dα ′ are 1-forms. The semi-classical part of Wess-Zumino Lagrangian can be written in the compact form
where The final expression of the semi-classical Lagrangian is
Here the coefficients coming from the Wess-Zumino and symmetry breaking terms depend on the chosen representation:
In the case of the fundamental SU (3) group representation these take the simple forms
The equation of motion for the meson field corresponding Lagrangian (48) is
Here a term δa (F, k) has been dropped, as it is of order
, which is not relevant here. After substitution of (9) we get two independent equations that represent states with strangeness S = −1 and S = 1 respectively emerge:
Hereω = 1 efπ ω. Upon diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in form of energy eigenvalues we find that the canonical momentum conjugate tok is:π
The canonical commutation relations lead to the following orthogonality relations:
In terms of creation and annihilation operators which obey the usual algebra
the diagonalized Hamilton operator for kaon fields becomeŝ
The momentum canonically conjugate to the quantum degrees of freedom is
where
This differs from (34) because of the influence of the bound meson field. Now we can write the final expression of the angular momentum operator of soliton rotating with the bounded field:
It differs from (36) by additional part which arose because of the interaction with bounded field. Using the canonical Legendre transformation
the following Hamiltonian obtains:
IV. INTERPRETATION OF PHYSICAL STATES AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
Quantum states of soliton are identified as isospin states. Total angular momentum j of soliton is equal to its isospin (i, j) = (i, i) . Lowest energy state of bounded field has l = 1 [5] . The spin-spin interaction terms let to distinguish states with different total spin. Thus we recognize final state with (0, 1/2) = (0, 0) + (0, 1/2) to be Λ (P 01 ), state with (1, 1/2) = (1, 1) + (0, 1/2) to be Σ (P 11 ) and state with (1, 3/2) = (1, 1) + (0, 1/2) to be Σ * (P 13 ). Bound state model has 5 independent parameters -model parameter e, pion decay constant f π , pion mass m π , kaon decay constant f K and kaon mass m K for calculating properties of hyperons. For calculations of properties of charmed or bottom baryons correspondingly we have to use decay constant f D or f B and mesons mass m D or m B . All these parameters are measured experimentally except the model parameter e which value can be calculated by setting quantum soliton with isospin i = 1 2 mass equal to the experimentally measured mass of the nucleon
We have calculated hyperon mass spectra for wave l = 1 using three different values of pion mass parameter m π in the symmetry braking term (20). We have chosen input parameters to be It was shown in ref. [13] that there's an alternative way to do the calculations. One have to choose isoscalar part of nucleon electric mean square radius
as input parameter instead of pion decay constant. Now f π and e are model parameters and can be calculated from equations (66) and (67), although, the ratio 
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have discussed the bound state model describing heavy baryons containing a single heavy quark. We have constructed a bound state out of canonically quantized soliton and heavy meson. Soliton was quantized canonically in the framework of the collective coordinates formalism for arbitrary irreducible SU (3) representation. We have treated soliton field quantum mechanically ab initio. The canonical quantization of the soliton respecting noncommutativity of quantum variables -collective coordinates which are the Euler angles of the soliton rotation, leaded to quantum soliton stabilizing term. This term depends on the representation (λ, µ) and lowers soliton mass. Bounded meson field was treated semiclassically. The symmetry breaking and Wess-Zumino terms play a crucial role for the bounded field and also depend on the representation. For self adjoint representation λ = µ Wess-Zumino term vanishes and symmetry breaking term is restricted to SU (2) symmetry breaking term. The bound state approach was done precisely respecting canonical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalism.
We found semiclassical Hamiltonian describing bounds states in the background of the quantum soliton. The representation (λ, µ) influences the explicit expression of Hamiltonian and tunes effective Yukawa potential. Consequently, the dependence on representation can be interpreted as a new discrete phenomenological parameter of the model. However the explicit physical meaning of the dependence on representation is not completely understood.
The calculations were done for the spectra of the strange, charm and bottom baryons, where they were treated as a bound states of quantum soliton and appropriate flavor meson. The predicted mass values for the non-excited hyperons are very close to the experimental ones. Although, the canonical approach in not very successful in describing excited states. The same remarks are valid for charm and bottom flavored baryons. However, we were able to investigate charmed and bottom baryons only in the fundamental SU (3) rep. Also we put a lower bound on the ratio f B /f π ≥ 2. The energies of calculations for higher reps are far too high because of rapidly growing influence of symmetry breaking term. Nevertheless, the results could drastically change if different mass term would be employed. The mass term is very important because the heavy meson is treated semiclassicaly. Therefore, right mass term could lead to complete set of states of charmed and bottom baryons.
